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Abstract

The global financial crisis of 2008, its following bank bailouts, and associated corporate impunity sparked a renewed interest in the concept of the structural power of business and the question of “who rules?” in capitalist societies. This new wave of scholarship mitigated some of the problems of the original, theory-driven discussions from the 1970s and 1980s. But despite significant advancements in the empirical identification of business power, we lack a unified framework for studying its working mechanisms. So-called hybrid approaches, drawing on instrumental and structural power for their analyses, display high potential for such a unified and easily applicable framework. We build on this hybrid tradition and propose a novel model that integrates instrumental and structural power analysis into a basic framework. With this, we recalibrate the often rigid division between instrumental and structural power forms and emphasize the role of perceptions as key for understanding the dynamics of business power over time. We illustrate this parsimonious framework by an analysis of the plans of the Dutch government to abolish a dividend tax in 2018 that would have benefited a number of large multinationals but collapsed before implementation.
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Introduction

Corporate power is back on the table of academic research. The politics of bank bailouts and the associated corporate impunity after the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) triggered a renewed interest in the power of big business. A decade later, multiple research agendas on corporate power have emerged: among others, on the power of finance during postcrisis banking regulation efforts;1 on the firm as...
a site of power struggles;\(^2\) or on the role of corporate power in international politics.\(^3\) This revival of corporate power research also brought back old questions that scholars tackled with new tools.

The most prominent issue that underwent such a renaissance is the concept of **structural power**. In the decades before the crisis, structural power had a “labeling problem, if not a toxic brand name recognition,”\(^4\) not at least due to its roots in Marxist political economy. What is more, extensive and often self-referencing, sometimes highly abstract, discussions about whether or not “capital rules” unfettered in capitalist societies made structural power a rather sidelined issue in political science research. With the GFC and the subsequent bailouts of banks that were deemed “too big to fail,” the (structural) power of business experienced an academic renaissance.

A special issue of *Business & Politics*, edited by Pepper Culpepper,\(^5\) brought these postcrisis efforts together by outlining a broad research agenda on structural power. Different from the old, theory-building discussions, these recent contributions treat the concept of structural power mostly as an independent variable with measurable empirical effects. This new empirical interest is consequently more focused on specific structural power relations, for example between particular firms or sectors and certain government branches, instead of generalized statements about state-business relations in capitalism. This empirical turn in research on structural power produced a number of high-quality studies that have provided valuable insights in what happens inside the black box of state-business relations, thereby rehabilitating structural power as a serious tool for political analysis.\(^6\)

Along with the revival of the concept of structural power, the (old) question of how to distinguish its effects from **instrumental power** has become a core concern again. How can we be certain that a particular outcome is the consequence of the structural power of business, rather than brought about by revolving doors or lobbying activity? Methodologically, some studies attempt to assess this from the angle of the outcomes of political processes: by systematically eliminating alternative explanations in well-defined cases of the political success of business, only structural power remains as an explanandum. Others have developed more *hybrid* approaches by theoretically bridging the distinction by either paying more theoretical attention to the instrumental activity of “structurally prominent” business actors\(^7\) or by discussing the interplay and mutual reinforcement of instrumental and structural power. Recent studies conceptualized such hybrid approaches and demonstrated their usefulness as critical tools for a better empirical understanding of business power.\(^8\) These studies showed impressively that a convincing and empirically saturated analysis of policy processes needs to incorporate both forms of business power.

In this contribution, we seek to advance the theoretical and methodological discussion of such hybrid approaches of business power. By proposing a unified framework for empirical analysis, we go beyond existing hybrid approaches by recalibrating an often too rigid distinction between structural and instrumental power. More precisely, we consider structural power as the result of a particular constellation of multiple dyadic power relationships, which we explain closer in the following. Such an approach offers a range of theoretical advantages: First, it allows us to establish and integrate the perceptions of policy makers and how they are shaped as the crucial aspect for the empirical study of business power. While authors in the constructivist tradition have long emphasized the important role of the perceptions of the agents that are subject to power, this insight has yet to be adequately integrated into a hybrid framework. Second, our approach allows us to trace change and temporal variation in the degree of business power *within and across cases*. This fills an important gap in the existing research on especially structural power, which was often criticized for being a static independent variable. Third, we introduce a basic model of business power, which is easily applicable to many cases of state-business relations. We deliberately create a simplified, parsimonious model, which is open for extension and adaptation beyond
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the empirical example we discuss. To illustrate our approach, we analyze the recent case of the Dutch dividend tax debate, which ended in an unexpected defeat of big business and therefore holds important insights for the working mechanisms of business power as an empirical phenomenon.

The article proceeds as follows: First, we outline the conceptualizations of business power in the instrumental and structural power traditions (“Structural and Instrumental Business Power”). Second, we discuss existing hybrid approaches in the literature and their limitations (“Hybrid Approaches and Their Limits”). Third, we introduce a basic framework for analyzing business power that builds on the discussion and critique of hybrid accounts (“The Working Mechanisms of Business Power”). Fourth, we illustrate our approach empirically with a case study on the mentioned failure of the abolishment of the Dutch dividend tax in 2018 (“The Case of the Dutch Dividend Tax Debate”). Finally, we discuss the case study results and reflect upon how our model can be adapted to facilitate future empirical research (“Discussions and Conclusions”).

Structural and instrumental business power

The distinction between instrumental and structural power emerged with the debates on the capitalist state in the 1970s and 1980s. Back then, the key disputes evolved around the question whether the control of (democratic) state apparatuses or the ownership of capital was the ultimate source of power in capitalist societies.9 So-called instrumentalists argued that by owning the means of production and holding key positions in state institutions, capitalists are able to use these state apparatuses to control and direct policies in favor of capital accumulation.10 By contrast, so-called structuralists emphasized the privileged position capital enjoys in market societies. States need to cater to business interest as the latter may otherwise divest or lay off workers, which undermines the general welfare of a society. As government officials have to anticipate reactions of businesses, states cannot be an instrument of the class in power, but they serve as stabilizers and managers of capitalist accumulation, especially with regard to crises.11

The standoff between instrumentalists and structuralists reflects the most fundamental distinction within the literature on business power. As Fuchs and Lederer argue, the literature is mainly shaped by the distinction between instrumental and what they call “structural and discursive approaches.”12 The instrumentalist approach holds that specific actors (i.e., businesses) actively, consciously, and often collectively attempt to influence the decisions of another actor (i.e., the state). Business can exercise power over society by direct participation in and “capture” of state institutions;13 but political campaign donations,14 participation in advocacy groups, and lobby activity15 are also typically considered to be manifestations of instrumental power.16 Different from this focus on observable relations, Fuchs and Lederer subdivide structural power in ideational (or discursive) and material structural power. In a material sense, the structural power argument holds that because it is the capitalists who decide over (dis-)investment, jobs, and prices—and thus over societal welfare—state and society are structurally (i.e., by default) dependent on their decisions.17 The capitalist structure of market societies limits the agency options of the state insofar as it is not possible to raise taxes indefinitely and at the same time hope for incoming investment, economic growth, and employment of the population.18 Structural power follows from such a form of structural dependence: capitalists can exert pressure, threaten, and enforce their interests indirectly vis-à-vis state and society, which yields business a
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privileged position in society. In an ideational sense, structural dependence manifests itself as a discourse in which taking into account the interest of business then equals taking care of the whole society, which should be the purpose of governmental politics.

The distinction is summarized in an ideal-typical way in Table 1. In a nutshell, instrumental power is usually regarded as a more direct, observable, and concrete form of power exercise, while structural power is often understood as an indirect, hardly observable, and rather abstract power type.

One of the core problems the early discussions faced was their relatively strong theoretical abstraction and consequently their limited empirical applicability. It was often held against the structural power argument that business does not “win” all its political disputes by default and that, to the extent that it enjoys a privileged position, this is highly circumstantial. Scholars also argued that because structural power (presumably) denies variation in outcomes but empirical research demonstrates this variation, research efforts aimed at exactly this type of institutional and political variation were simply not interested in such a “clunky variable.”

In an effort to counter the criticisms, several scholars have nuanced the picture by identifying two further key aspects that enhance business power. A first one is the existence of a so-called exit option for business such as a different tax regime in another jurisdiction. If the costs of moving abroad are low, business may be able to influence the state by threatening to leave. Exit options became an often-cited reference point not only in academic debates but also in the political discussion around the impacts of globalization on the agency options of the nation-state in the global race for attracting foreign direct investment.

The second factor is that structural power is conditional upon exogenous circumstances affecting the general state of the economy, such as a major war, epidemic, or an economic depression, that can mediate the structural power of business. The precise effect of such external events can vary in different instances. But often they limit the capacity by states to provide tax breaks or they require cooperation for specific ends that make “normal” distributional struggles (temporarily) less central. Structural power is thus not only a relation between capital and the state but also conditioned by exogenous factors.

### Hybrid approaches and their limits

Within the recent wave of structural power research, scholars have developed a number of theoretical and empirical innovations to remedy the shortcomings of the early discussions. Among those accounts, so-called hybrid approaches aimed to integrate both instrumental and structural perspectives on business power. This integration has been identified as one of the most relevant tasks within the empirical turn of business power research: taking into account the interaction of instrumental and
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structural power creates leverage for explaining empirical variation within and across cases.\textsuperscript{21} Hybrid approaches are best-suited for this task, as they integrate empirically observable instrumental and harder-to-observe structural power relations into their explanatory frameworks to explain continuity and change of business power.\textsuperscript{22}

Those hybrid approaches can be broadly grouped in two strands: on the one hand, the “power resources” perspective holds that structural factors constrain and position various actors in political struggles, after which a political battle unfolds that can be grasped using more instrumentalist perspectives.\textsuperscript{23} While this approach acknowledges the role of both instrumental and structural factors, it leaves the analytical distinction largely intact. On the other hand, a second strand emphasizes the role of ideological and discursive factors, the saliency of certain topics and the agency of various actors to influence this “power of ideas.”\textsuperscript{24} Our contribution attempts to systematize the latter approach, while recalibrating the often rigid distinction between structural and instrumental power of the power resources approach.

**Power resources and economic constraints**

Let us first examine the power resources approach more closely. This line of theorizing emerges from Hacker and Pierson who argued that structural power should foremost be regarded as a “signaling device” and not as a “dictate of policy choices.”\textsuperscript{25} Hence, they state that:

> [T]he prospect or actuality of disinvestment can set the agenda for governments and help to define (or rule out) alternatives, but this signal cannot tell governments what to do. The extent to which business influences specific policy choices will be a function of instrumental rather than structural power.\textsuperscript{26}

In this vein, Young has introduced the concept of “structural prominence” as an alternative to structural power because it leaves more space for agency and “instrumental activity” in state-business relations.\textsuperscript{27} The power resources approach holds that some actors such as companies, sectors, or business associations may be more structurally prominent and thus better positioned to exert power. However, whether these actors do so remains contingent and dependent upon specific instrumental activity. Just as having the better hand in a card game may increase the chance of winning, it does not guarantee victory as this may also depend upon the sequence in which they are played.\textsuperscript{28}

Various studies that mostly focus on the interplay of structural and instrumental power have articulated further important aspects. Hindmoor and McGeechan shift the attention to the temporal horizon that is crucial for studying the interplay of structural and instrumental power.\textsuperscript{29} Instrumental activity may result in legal changes that enable certain actors to increase their structural power, or prominence, over a certain period. Culpepper and Reinke then aim to break with the “single dichotomy" of structural and instrumental power by distinguishing between automatic and more strategic manifestations of both forms. They hold that existing research too often relied on an abstract notion of structural power, which emphasized its automatic aspects. Consequently, they suggest looking at the more strategic use of this structural power to understand variation in policy outcomes.

\textsuperscript{21}Fairfield (2015a, 411).
\textsuperscript{22}See, e.g., Culpepper and Reinke (2014).
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\textsuperscript{27}Young (2015).
\textsuperscript{28}We borrow the card game analogy from Culpepper and Reinke (2014).
\textsuperscript{29}Hindmoor and McGeechan (2013).
\textsuperscript{30}Culpepper and Reinke (2014, 431).
At the same time, a well-founded criticism against such a focus on power resources is that the ideational aspect of power relations is almost absent.\textsuperscript{31} The shaping and content of ideas is, however, an important aspect of how actors perceive the power position of others, and hence their own room for maneuver. The most advanced attempt to integrate ideational factors into the power resources approach is provided by Fairfield.\textsuperscript{32} She considers structural power mostly as an economic constraint that demarcates the possibilities that a government may have to, for instance, raise taxes. Fairfield takes into account ideational factors by stating that structural power crucially depends on the perceptions of policy makers of business power “regardless of the actual impact.”\textsuperscript{33} Fairfield regards discursive or ideational power as instrumental power as it mostly comprises of “media access, technical expertise, and informal ties to policymakers.”\textsuperscript{34} This instrumental view on discursive power is, however, only one aspect of the ideational dimension of business power. As ideational approaches articulate, changing dominant ideas is often more about shaping public perceptions (or discourses) than simply directly influencing policy makers. It is therefore important to analytically distinguish between discursive/ideational influence and more direct instrumental power relations as we do in the following (“The Working Mechanisms of Business Power.”) In addition, Fairfield also maintains a strict analytical distinction between instrumental and structural power. Both forms of power can have “additive effects”;\textsuperscript{35} and they can be understood as “forces acting in the same direction.”\textsuperscript{36} Our conceptualization takes this a step further and integrates both forms of power into a single, unified framework to excavate their co-constitutive effects.

\textit{Agency and ideational structural power}

The other strand of the more hybrid approaches goes beyond the power resources approach by introducing ideas and discourses as a major explanatory factor. This is done through emphasizing the ideational aspects of structural power by focusing on perceptions and discourses. Bell articulates how structural power is conditioned by the “ideational shaping” of the otherwise “too structuralist” concept of structural power.\textsuperscript{37} Drawing from several constructivist theoretical strands, Bell argues that the structural power of business is often mediated by the perceptions and preferences of government officials. In the card game metaphor, it depends which cards are deemed better because perceptions, priorities, and whether actors agree upon the rules may differ and be subject to change.

Importantly, ideational approaches emphasize the agency that is involved in shaping the perceptions of key actors, such as government officials. In earlier work, Culpepper had already noted that business is likely to engage in “quiet politics”\textsuperscript{38} as increased saliency of an issue usually reduces business power. This leverages ideational arguments, as saliency is not a power resource, but a factor shaping the perceptions of actors. Yet, as was pointed out in debates on the introduction of a mining tax in Australia,\textsuperscript{39} whether the saliency of a proposal truly diminishes business power strongly depends upon whether the public perceives taxes to work in its interest. Business actors can attempt to influence these perceptions with media appearances or by funding campaigns to influence public opinion.

Despite the emphasis on “agency” for the efficacy of structural power, most ideational accounts fall short of integrating instrumental and structural power in a unified framework. It is acknowledged that “business power is … operating through structural and instrumental channels”\textsuperscript{40} and that both “can

\textsuperscript{31} Marsh et al. (2015, 593).
\textsuperscript{32} Fairfield (2015b).
\textsuperscript{33} Ibid., 44.
\textsuperscript{34} Fairfield (2015b, 52).
\textsuperscript{35} Fairfield (2015a, 421).
\textsuperscript{36} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{37} Bell (2012, 662).
\textsuperscript{38} Culpepper (2011).
\textsuperscript{39} See Marsh et al. (2014); Bell and Hindmoor (2014).
\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., Bell and Hindmoor (2017, 106).
often work together”\textsuperscript{41} or “run together in the real world.”\textsuperscript{42} However, how exactly this interaction takes place is rarely explicated in ideational accounts, which pay more attention to the dynamics between structural power and ideas.\textsuperscript{43}

In sum, the power resources literature clearly demonstrates the importance of incorporating both instrumental and structural power in convincing explanatory frameworks; while the ideational approaches emphasize the discursive shaping and malleability of (perceived) structural power positions and government priorities. We build on both strands of theorizing and integrate them in our framework. We thereby go beyond the former by emphasizing the co-constitutive nature of instrumental and structural power rather than their analytical distinction; and we go beyond the latter by extending its insights beyond structural power only, but toward business power as a general phenomenon.

The working mechanisms of business power

As discussed, both hybrid strands offer important insights for the working mechanisms of business power. At the same time, both hold on to an analytical separation of instrumental and structural power, despite calls to “be extremely wary of thinking of instrumental and structural power as somehow being different and separate dimensions of power.”\textsuperscript{44} In this section we systematize the various ways in which business exerts power over other actors into a unified framework. We reconceptualize business power by recalibrating the structural and instrumental power distinction and moving the discussion forward.

Rethinking the structural and instrumental power distinction

We argue that the persisting analytical distinction between instrumental and structural power of business arises mainly from a difference in focus of each form. Instrumentalist accounts tend to focus on the agents—usually businesses—and their capacity to exercise power over the state. Structural accounts, by contrast, focus on the targets over which power is exercised—usually the state—and how they negotiate different conflicting interests. To be clear, we do not argue that no distinction between structural and instrumental power can be made, or that this distinction should be abandoned. Rather, we believe that articulating the co-constitution of structural and instrumental power on the basis of multiple dyadic power relations facilitates a more complete analysis of business power and its spatio-temporal variations. We first argue that structural power \textit{in a material sense} emerges from particular working mechanisms or constellations of dyadic power relations.

To substantiate this, let us begin with a common definition of power as “the capacity to make another do something that that person would not otherwise do or as the exercise of such a capacity.”\textsuperscript{45} This definition unproblematically fits the instrumental approaches because the relation it describes is dyadic, direct, and observable. Whereas lobbying power denotes a direct instrumental relationship between capital and the state, (material) structural power can, in the first instance, be represented as two dyadic power relations. In capitalist democracies, big business enjoys a direct power relation (or instrumental capacity) over its employees; whereas employees, as citizens, have a direct power relation over the state as they can elect its representatives. If this elected government does not cater to the interests of big business—for instance by lowering taxes—businesses may suspend investment or lay off employees. Those can, in return, express their dissatisfaction by voting for a different administration. In other words, “vote-seeking politicians are dependent on owners of capital because voters are.”\textsuperscript{46}

At first glance, the material structural power of business can thus be expressed in the form of two dyadic power relations (or instrumental capacities). We illustrated those power relations from the
perspective of business in figure 1. Figure 1.1 represents what is normally understood as the instrumental form of business power (e.g., lobbying or revolving doors), while figure 1.2 depicts its structural manifestation. We can see that the material structural power relations can be represented as a finite number of dyadic power relationships (the arrows in figure 1.2). If administration A wants to change a tax affecting business, it has to take a position on the continuum that ranges from introducing or increasing a tax (X) to lowering or abolishing it (¬X). As in figure 1.1, lobbying efforts on behalf of business (B) may pull A to the right (toward ¬X), while constituents (C) may prefer higher taxation. However, if the result is that increasing taxes leads to layoffs by B, which has direct (instrumental) power over C (the power to fire employees), the administration (A) may still not follow up on the wishes of the constituents (C), fearing that they will evaluate its performance differently once business (B) suspends investments. Hence, the structural power of business is not an abstract phenomenon, but can, as depicted in figure 1.2, be deconstructed analytically into two dyadic power relationships B⇒C and C⇒A. Dyadic power relations can also be called “instrumental capacities” because they denote a potential instrumental relationship: business could pull out investment, and constituents could punish the incumbent administration by voting it out of office. Both hence describe an instrumental (and often only potential) capacity.

A similar logic applies to the existence of an outside option. As long as business has a credible opportunity—or the “instruments” at hand—to move to a different jurisdiction, it may have leverage over an administration. If, however, the opportunity to move abroad or invest elsewhere ceases to exist, business no longer has the capacity to “make an administration do something it would not otherwise do.” As represented in figure 1.3, the administration (A) may be more inclined to cater to business interests if B can (threaten to) move to exit option E where corporate taxation is low. Reversely, the abilities that B has to lay off workers or move abroad may be significantly conditioned in times of economic boom, depression, war, natural disasters, or epidemics (D) as represented in figure 1.4. The degree and efficacy of business power is then dependent upon a multitude of direct power relations that vary over time. In sum, while various manifestations of structural power are represented in figure 1, none of the power relationships are (theoretically) unobservable or cannot be studied as a constellation of dyadic power relations.

This basic framework becomes more complex when we also take ideational structural power into account, for example factors such as perceptions, ideas, and discourses and how those are shaped. Yet, as articulated by the various scholars working in this tradition, even dominant ideas and

Figure 1: Visualization of the working mechanisms of business power based on the existing literature. A→/-→A indicates, in which direction (tax or no tax in our example) the administration goes depending on the power of business and other societal actors at a given point in time.
perceptions are malleable and subject to change due to the agency of certain actors.\textsuperscript{47} We account for such influences by adding the factor M to our model. In a narrow sense this M stands for media, but one may also consider pundits, experts, and research institutions (such as universities) whose societal influence is often exercised through media outlets. Figure 1.5 represents the argument by Culpepper that increased media attention is likely to result in more opposition on behalf of constituents (M → C → A),\textsuperscript{48} while figure 1.6 also demonstrates how business may use the media to win support for its position (B → M → C → A).\textsuperscript{49}

A unified basic framework for studying business power

All direct and indirect relations through which business can exercise power over the state and influence policies as separately discussed in the previous section are integrated in Figure 2. The power relation between business and an administration as articulated by instrumentalists (B → A) is supplemented by three alternative instrumental capacities that business has at hand to influence policies. Business can threaten to move to a different jurisdiction as long as an exit option exists (B → E); it can threaten to suspend investment or fire workers who may express their dissatisfaction at the next election (B → C → A); or it may influence the very same electorate using the media (B → M → C → A). All relations may be strengthened or weakened by special circumstances such as economic recessions, war, natural disasters, or epidemics (factor D). Such circumstances also severely constrain the abilities of A to change policies and eventually also of B to move abroad.

Three remarks are important regarding the visual representations in the figures. First, the dyadic power relationships (instrumental capacities) represented by the arrows can be hypothesized in both directions.\textsuperscript{50} Business may have power over workers (or constituents) or the state, but reversely state administrations also have a variety of instruments to limit business power, and employees may exert power over business through unionization and strikes. Because our goal in this article is to understand how business exerts power over the state, the arrows point away from business. Second, it is important to understand that neither business, media, or constituents are unitary actors.\textsuperscript{51} In fact, voters are a heterogeneous group, and businesses may consist of rivaling factions that have diverging interests, with some having more leverage than others. Even legislators or administrations are likely to be internally divided.\textsuperscript{52} In addition, the composition of administrations will fluctuate over time and include sometimes probusiness parties that tilt the whole administration toward one side or the other.

\textsuperscript{47}See Bell (2012); Fairfield (2015b).
\textsuperscript{48}Culpepper (2011).
\textsuperscript{49}Marsh et al. (2014).
\textsuperscript{50}See, e.g., Culpepper (2015); Marsh (1983).
\textsuperscript{51}Vogel (1987); see also Poulantzas (1968).
\textsuperscript{52}Smith (1999, 861).
other when they enter or leave the government (as we also describe in our case study). The positions regarding a particular tax that are presented in the models, should thus be regarded as the aggregate position taken by either the administration (A), business (B), or constituents (C) in this specific case. They are all potentially subject to change (in other cases or over time). Third, this framework should be seen as an elementary model that can easily be expanded by adding more power relations. Such a simplified model leaves open the possibility to introduce additional complexity or power relationships depending on the case under investigation.

Our framework represented in figure 2 hence enables us to study business power in its various forms by examining the (perceived) strength of the underlying dyadic power relations. In our conceptualization, structural power thus stems from the perceived availability of various dyadic instrumental capacities on behalf of business. Variation in business power can be explained through the increase, decrease, or vanishing of dyadic power relations. Some of these capacities will be rather stable: a firm may always have the capacity to fire workers or suspend investment. At the same time, the credibility that it will do so depends crucially on the economic circumstances and future expectations. In such circumstances, information and information asymmetries can play a key role. Following our framework, explaining business power does not need to rely on structural power as only an abstract phenomenon: the different mechanisms through which business power is exercised can be captured by the various described dyadic power relations. In fact, business would have little leverage through only direct instrumental power (B⇒A) such as lobbying, if the indirect power relations were not in place—for example, if businesses lack credible potential to fire workers, move abroad, or influence media campaigns. In this sense, our conceptualization of business power recalibrates the often rigid distinction between instrumental and structural power relations by shifting the focus to its underlying dyadic power relations.

The case of the Dutch dividend tax debate

In this section we put our framework to work by applying it to an empirical case study on the Dutch dividend tax debate over the last years. We will do so by closely tracing the changing instrumental and structural power relations between business and other societal actors over time. Such an approach that investigatively excavates the cross-temporal dynamics avoids the problem of what Hacker and Pierson called "relying on post-hoc correlations." They hold that to demonstrate the efficacy of business power, one “must not only show that outcomes are congruent with the preferences of specific actors but also that it is necessary to “demonstrate that these outcomes are a result of the actors direct or indirect power.” Hence, evidencing the mechanisms through which instrumental and (material or ideational) structural power affect real-world outcomes leverages the explanatory purchase of a business power framework.

In selecting our case we followed the criteria set by Culpepper that enable researchers to demonstrate the existence of both instrumental and (in particular) structural forms of business power. He lists three criteria that a case should satisfy. First, structural power is most likely to be found “where it pushes against substantial opposition in government or in public opinion.” If preferences of business correlate with public opinion, it is difficult to demonstrate structural influence. Second, he argues that research should “specify the sources of variation in structural power and show how that variation helps account differences in outcomes.” Thus, one needs to widen the spatial or temporal horizon to explain why a certain outcome is reached at one particular moment or place (and which factors account for that). Finally, Culpepper emphasizes the need to distinguish structural from instrumental power in terms of operationalization. In our case this means that one distinguishes the direct
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relations between business and the state from the indirect (perceived) relations such as the existence of exit options, the risk of layoffs, and the role of media and experts.

The case study shows how the application of our framework satisfies all criteria set by Culpepper. We analyze how the Dutch administration led by Prime Minister Mark Rutte agreed on the abolishment of the dividend tax favoring business in 2017 and held onto it for a year despite overwhelming opposition from public opinion and significant opposition in government. The abolishment would have been a prime example of a government catering to the interest of big business, as the measure would have benefited large listed companies in the Netherlands, while simultaneously tearing a hole of almost €2 billion in the national budget. Using our framework we demonstrate the changes of business power that led to the (temporal) variation in outcomes: Why did earlier administrations not decide to cut taxes and why did the Rutte administration ultimately backtrack on its decision? We demonstrate how the gradual erosion of the structural power of Dutch multinationals in the period of 2017–18 only tilted the government toward non-abolishment once it became clear that the Anglo-Dutch firm Unilever could not move headquarters. The various working mechanisms identified in the preceding discussion could be described as rivaling hypotheses on how a certain outcome is achieved. However, as we emphasize in the following, only multiple changes in saliency, expert judgments, public opinion, and opposition within government taken together resulted in the specific outcome we describe—while by themselves they proved to be insufficient conditions over those years. Therefore, instead of relying on post hoc correlations alone, and eliminating “rivaling” explanations, we trace and excavate the various dynamics of business power in our case study, and integrate and leverage their explanatory power in the following.

Before the debate: The constellations (dis)favoring business power

The history of the abolishment of the Dutch dividend tax goes back at least until 2005, when the government decided to lower the dividend tax from 25 to 15 percent, and a junior minister of finance claimed that in the long run, the tax would be abolished completely. At that point a business-friendly ruling coalition consisting of the Christian-democratic CDA, the conservative-liberal VVD, and the social-liberal D66 was in place. In this environment, Dutch big business took the opportunity to lobby constantly for the complete abolishment of the tax.

This came to the surface in 2009, when the Dutch employer’s association VNO-NCW released a report about the need to attract corporate headquarters to the Netherlands, written by academics from the Rotterdam School of Management. The VNO-NCW leader called the dividend tax a “monster” that had to go, while Prime Minister Balkenende responded that he was aware of the wishes of business, but didn’t act upon the requests. Later, investigative journalists and activists found out that the report was likely paid for by Shell, which exemplifies an occasion of the usage of instrumental power resources to shape perceptions—in this case through the employers’ organization (B⇒M⇒C⇒A in our framework).

Meanwhile, the measure was lobbied by the ABUP-club of the “big four” Dutch nonfinancial multinationals: AkzoNobel, Royal Dutch/Shell, Unilever, and Philips. In a letter as well as visits to the state secretary of finance, some ABUP members suggested as early as 2007 that the dividend tax could be terminated by a procedure of urgent treatment already in 2008, when the global financial crisis hit.

59 The dividend tax is a withholding tax levied when corporations distribute dividends to its shareholders. Because Dutch shareholders could already deduct the tax paid from their income tax, only foreign shareholders were effectively profiting from its abolishment.
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Balkenende’s political end came in 2010, when Mark Rutte took over as prime minister. After two months in office, the ABUP members renewed their lobbying efforts, including personal meetings with Rutte. The Dutch department of the American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham) joined these efforts by advocating the abolishment to state officials directly and sending out information in 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2017. Additionally, document revelations showed that the abolishment was discussed in internal memos of the ruling VVD and during dinners of ministers with business organizations.

Why then, did the government not follow through on the abolishment? The most reasonable explanation is that the fourth Balkenende Cabinet (2007–10) and the second Rutte Cabinet (2012–17) were restrained to act accordingly because they were in coalition with the Labour Party (PvdA), which did not support the abolishment and later even became one of its fiercest opponents. After the 2006 and 2012 elections, it had become virtually impossible to create a governing coalition without any left-wing party. Following our model in figure 2, voters (C⇒A) had determined that the administration could not move in the direction of no tax (-X).

In this sense, it was only during the first Rutte Cabinet (2010–12), which consisted of VVD and CDA, supported by the right-wing populist PVV, that the theoretical opportunity for abolishment was given. However, the start of this coalition government coincided with the economic downturn resulting from the global financial crisis and the subsequent European sovereign debt crisis. The Netherlands, as many other European countries, were affected by this, for example through a high-cost saving and nationalization of the ABN-AMRO bank. There was hence little budgetary space for tax breaks to business, as the government was already cutting severely on expenses. Although the first Rutte Cabinet was one of the most right-wing administrations the Netherlands has ever seen, business power was constrained by the circumstantial factor of the global recession, in our model represented by factor D.

The next opportunity for the tax to be abolished was after the 2017 national elections, in which the left-wing parties together incurred dramatic electoral losses and VVD, CDA, D66, and Christian Union (ChristenUnie) agreed to form a coalition. The government plans for this new center-right coalition were officially announced on October 10, 2017, together with the announcement of the abolishment of the dividend tax. This announcement came as a surprise to many because it had not been in the party platforms of any of the governing parties.

Journalistic investigation suggested first that the measure came from the employers’ organization VNO-NCW, but it soon became clear that it had been mainly the Dutch-British multinationals Shell and Unilever that had contacted politicians and government officials to lobby the measure. These big multinationals, particularly Unilever, had much leverage over the government at this point: several weeks before the election, both AkzoNobel and Unilever had been subject to attempts of hostile takeovers by the American firms PPG and Kraft-Heinz, respectively. This had triggered renewed concerns about the eventual loss of Dutch “national champions” to foreign investors. Both firms were able to avert the takeover, but in the case of AkzoNobel only by selling its whole chemical business worth more than $10 billion.

Unilever also secured support from its shareholders to remain independent, but it pledged to revise its corporate structure. Until then, Unilever consisted of two separate Dutch and British companies, but it planned to become a single company that would either be headquartered in the United Kingdom or in the Netherlands. As a result, the company could bring this exit option to the table when lobbying either the British or the Dutch government. This “credible threat,” which is represented by relation B⇒E in our framework, has been absent in earlier years.
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The general conditions for business power were thus highly favorable in 2017. There was no genuinely left party in government. Moreover, the economy was doing well and had not been a salient theme during the election campaign. Thus, according to our model, we would indeed expect the government to move in the direction of business interest as it did in the following months.

The start of the debate: (Re)shaping perceptions

From November 2017 onward the abolishment was publicly singled out as one of the strangest measures the cabinet proposed, and ministers were repeatedly called to defend the measure in parliament. In the beginning, mainly left-wing parties put the issue on the agenda, claiming that the government puts multinationals before people. They also challenged the undemocratic character of the measure because it had not been mentioned in any election platform. Many journalists followed this reasoning and helped to increase the saliency of the measure, thereby shaping public opinion negatively toward the planned abolishment (M⇒C in our framework).

Nevertheless, Rutte and his cabinet were keen on defending the measure, even despite growing parliamentary and public resistance. They drew on different arguments reflected in our framework. First of all, they often employed the argument that abolishing the tax was crucial for the business climate of the Netherlands, as businesses would otherwise leave the country (B⇒E). In an often-cited passage the prime minister stated:

If we do not do this, if we do not keep the Netherlands attractive in this big international competition, we will price ourselves out of the market. That I believe to my innermost fibers, that I am absolutely convinced of. I agree … that there should not be a race to the bottom … but if we do not do this it will cost jobs. Then we will get what also happened in Belgium, where, aside from InBev, all big companies have meanwhile left. I do not want to let that happen.71

In response, the opposition referred to the Central Planning Bureau,72 which claimed that abolishing the tax would have no positive effect on employment. On the question where Rutte based the effectiveness of the measure on, he responded:

Of course, abolishing the dividend tax or lowering corporate taxes will not or hardly be visible in the models of the Central Planning Bureau. I do understand that. Fact is, that the United Kingdom, which soon leaves the European Union, does not have a dividend tax. If we see that other countries in the EU don’t have a dividend tax and we see large economies such as France lowering their corporate taxes to 25%, then we cannot sit still. If you do this … you take an irresponsible risk with Dutch jobs.73

This passage demonstrates how Rutte, in fact, was willing to engage in a “race to the bottom,” but he was clearly conflating the (effectiveness of the) dividend tax with other corporate taxes, for which evidence of a positive correlation between lower rates and investment increases existed. This evidence was lacking for the dividend tax. Later, when the board of Unilever announced its plans to locate its headquarters to the Netherlands, it was strongly disputed publicly whether the move will create any measurable employment at all in the Netherlands (B⇒C).74

In the quoted passages, Rutte refers explicitly to international developments such as Brexit to shape the general perception that the measure was necessary. This reflects the later admission by the Unilever CEO that the tax abolishment was a precondition for moving to the Netherlands.75 In an effort to gain

71Translated from Rutte (2017, 7).
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support amongst constituents, Rutte relied on a general formula of international competition and past experiences to shape perceptions in favor of abolishment. At the same time, opposition parties could draw on expert knowledge that did not support the claim that abolishing the dividend tax would lead to new jobs.

To unite business behind the measure, a key argument in the debate was that also smaller companies such as cab companies and hotels, benefitted from the presence of multinationals in the Netherlands. In a parliamentary hearing, the CEO of Shell Nederland, for instance, said that Shell was responsible for 100,000 hotel stays each year, which was verified by journalists. Such arguments can be regarded as deliberate efforts to create business unity to support the measure.

The persisting saliency of the abolishment

During the campaign for the Dutch municipality elections in 2018, the dividend tax was often brought up by opposition parties. Around the same time, the management of Unilever announced that they would (re)locate their headquarters to Rotterdam, but their British shareholders still needed to approve of the plans. Opposition parties stated that the decision proved that there was no need to abolish the dividend tax, while Unilever’s supervisory board chairman Martijn Dekkers declared he assumed the same tax regime in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.

The pressure on Rutte reached its peak in April 2018, when it became public that the coalition had based its decision to abolish the dividend tax on a number of internal memos, of which it had denied any existence during an earlier debate in November 2017. Due to increasing political pressure, the coalition publicly revealed the memos. Shortly after, news reports exposed that key actors in the coalition negotiations were aware of the existence of those documents. Moreover, it became clear that Shell and Unilever were consulted during the coalition talks, which reinforced the image of a lobbied measure. Attacks from political opponents and other actors notwithstanding, the government seemed resolute to push the measure through at all costs.

These revelations were grist to the mills for the parliamentary opposition that was now unanimously challenging Rutte’s handling of the issue. The topic dominated the parliamentary debates as well as the financial press for the following months of 2018. While the cabinet defended the measure by emphasizing the structural dependence of constituents on the presence of big multinationals in the country, the opposition criticized the lobby efforts and revolving doors typically associated with instrumental power. The media was increasingly taking side with the opposition (M⇒C⇒A in our framework). This was in part due to the secrecy surrounding the measure but also because the government was not able to convincingly evidence the effectiveness of the policy.

In August 2018, it became clear that the estimated revenue loss as a consequence of the abolishment would be even higher than anticipated in the annual household budget (€1.9 billion instead of €1.4 billion). While the passive support from the other coalition parties was eroding, the government stuck to its plans as the VVD threatened to resign from the coalition if the other parties would not comply. If at any point the government wished to backtrack on its decision to avoid credibility loss, this would have been the moment. Rutte, in an attempt to reframe public discontent, even called the abolishment a “bizarre measure” because “no one would give tax advantages to foreign investors just for fun.” Yet he also claimed it was still necessary and the cabinet ultimately settled on abolishing the tax.

At this point, also small and medium-sized companies expressed their dissatisfaction, while AmCham, which had earlier even lobbied the measure, also withdrew support. Business thus got
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disunited, while public opinion became even more opposed. Opinion polls in September indicated that now only 13 percent of the electorate supported the measure, down from 25 percent in November 2017 and 18 percent in April 2018.83 Some prominent former party leaders of D66 and even from the VVD openly opposed the measure, and yet the government persisted in its decision and retained majority support for the abolishment.

The resilience of material structural power: No Unilever, no abolishment

Until October 2018 the government persistently relied on arguments associated with structural power of business by emphasizing that catering to the interests of multinationals is necessary because they provide jobs and that they might leave the country if the dividend tax remained in place. In our framework these are the perceived relations that business has over constituents (B⇒C) and of the ability of business to move to a different country (B⇒E).

At the same time, the government was reluctant to admit that the proposal was the result of successful lobby efforts on behalf of business (B⇒A) as this would indicate that the government would let its policies be dictated by the special interests of big business. Nevertheless, this became the dominant narrative in the media, which resulted in public opinion becoming ever more opposed to the measure (M⇒C). Especially for the more centrist coalition parties such as D66 and the Christian Union it also translated into a loss of support in opinion polls (C⇒A).

The increasing saliency and opposition were perhaps necessary, but insufficient to make the government revoke its plans. In fact, it was a shareholder revolt at Unilever that dealt the final blow to the government’s plans. On October 5 it was revealed that Unilever’s shareholders voted against the plans of management to move to Rotterdam and expressed their will to stay in the United Kingdom to avoid being dismissed from the FTSE100 index. This dismissal would automatically delist Unilever from a range of important index tracking funds, which would in turn decrease the company’s share value.

Once this decision became clear, it took the Dutch government only a few hours before it announced it would “reconsider” the tax abolishment plans. Rutte stated that Unilever was an important “testcase” for the measure that had failed because Unilever would remain in the United Kingdom.84 The abolishment was dropped a few days later when it was announced that the government was planning other, less contentious corporate tax breaks instead.85 In sum, the strong resistance of the government in the face of overwhelming societal opposition was perhaps necessary, but insufficient to make the government revoke its plans. On October 5 it was revealed that Unilever’s shareholders voted against the plans of management to move to Rotterdam and expressed their will to stay in the United Kingdom to avoid being dismissed from the FTSE100 index. This dismissal would automatically delist Unilever from a range of important index tracking funds, which would in turn decrease the company’s share value.

Once this decision became clear, it took the Dutch government only a few hours before it announced it would “reconsider” the tax abolishment plans. Rutte stated that Unilever was an important “testcase” for the measure that had failed because Unilever would remain in the United Kingdom.84 The abolishment was dropped a few days later when it was announced that the government was planning other, less contentious corporate tax breaks instead.85 In sum, the strong resistance of the government in the face of overwhelming societal opposition was only broken once the last instrumental straw—Unilever’s de facto exit option—fell through. The removal of an important instrumental capacity of business (B⇒E) made it impossible for the Rutte government to uphold the perception of the structural power of business necessitating the tax abolishment. According to our framework, the following withdrawal was the only remaining strategic option in this situation.

Discussion and conclusion

What can we learn from this case study? We have concluded in our account that the failed abolishment can be most convincingly explained by the fact that Unilever, as the key multinational in the debate, could no longer pressure the government by promising to move to Rotterdam as a quid pro quo for abolishing the tax. Due to the decision of the firm’s shareholders, the Unilever management lost one of its crucial “instruments”—that is, moving headquarters—for pressuring the government. While a version of this argument—Unilever’s structurally advantageous position changed—is typically associated with structural power explanations, it is neither abstract nor “unobservable.” The loss of the instrument of moving headquarters dealt the final blow to the long-upheld (structural) perception of the government that the measure was necessary to attract the jobs associated with a move of a multinational to
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the Netherlands. While the expert analysis, the media and the public almost unanimously disputed this argument for a while, it was now no longer tenable for the Rutte government to uphold and politically employ this specific perception of the need to cater to big business.

Our framework facilitates this analysis by integrating various accounts that aim to understand the dynamics of state-business relations. We demonstrated how the changing positions of the Dutch government can be traced back to different constellations of dyadic power relations, some of which are more material and others that are more ideational in nature. The framework therefore does not advocate for one specific factor or explanation for the outcome over others. Instead, it synthesizes a set of insights from different accounts, and enables researchers to recognize the varying influence of multiple power relations leading to particular outcomes, even when some power relations are not decisive in the last instance but play an important role in the process.

What does this mean for business power research? A decade after the Great Recession, research efforts into better understanding business power are in full swing. The theoretical and empirical applications of instrumental and structural power approaches have yielded important insights into how business leverages different resources and how other societal actors respond to this agency. So-called hybrid approaches are thereby especially valuable because they aim to fine-tune our analytical instruments to better grasp variation, change, and further dynamics involved in the exercise of business power. At the same time, these hybrid approaches lacked a unified framework that integrates instrumental and structural power arguments and the burgeoning insights from ideational power research.

Our contribution aimed to systematize the various contributions and integrate them into a basic framework. The empirical case study we conducted demonstrates how such an approach can be readily applied to cases of business power, especially when there is temporal variation in outcomes and economic dynamics change during the process. As our case illustrated, the unexpected outcome of the Dutch dividend tax debate presents a problem for classical instrumental as well as structural power arguments. Lobbying was persistently high, and the perceptions of government officials were tilted toward the idea that big business played a vital role for the economy. The fact that both sources of power were not able to realize the abolishment indicates that we need to pay closer attention to variation and change in business power over time. Our suggested framework emphasized their co-constitution and thus leveraged both forms of business power to provide a robust explanation for the observed outcome.

Like any other model, our framework is an analytically necessary simplification of a more complex reality. As already pointed out, neither of the mentioned actors—businesses, media outlets, constituents, and even administrations—are unitary actors; and perceptions as well as power relations are not static, but dynamically built up over time and informed by earlier experience. By introducing such a more intertemporal and nuanced perspective, business power analysis can move from a snapshot-like constellation of power relations to a more complex network understanding of these relations. In this article, we already laid the foundations for such a complex understanding by conceptualizing structural power as a constellation of dyadic power relations. Building on this, business power can be understood as a complex phenomenon, which emerges through the interplay of more simple, underlying relations. According to this notion, “lower-level components”—for example, dyadic power relations between various actors—interact to produce “higher-level” phenomena—in our case the (structural) power of business. Our contribution can serve as a first theoretical and empirical step into building analytical tools utilizing complex systems mechanisms as developed in other fields. We hope our model provides a useful analytical tool for empirical research that can and should be applied, criticized, and extended in further scholarship. The simplified nature of our model invites future research to modify and adapt it to the case under scrutiny, also to better understand business power beyond the domestic context.
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